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German Shepherd Dog Stepping Stone Concrete or Plaster Mold

This German Shepherd mold makes a finished piece that will measure approximately 12 inches by 12 inches

and 1 3/4 inches thick.

Click the Image Directly ^^^Above^^^ for More Information, Current Pricing and Availability.German Shepherd Dog MoldPolyethylene Plastic MoldMeasures 12

inches and 12 inches 1 3/4 inches thickEach order comes with easy to use basic instructionsProduct DescriptionGerman Shepherd concrete mold. This is a great dog

mold to make into a beautiful stepping stone for your garden or use with plaster to make into a decorative wall plaque for your home. This German Shepherd mold

makes a finished piece that will measure approximately 12 inches by 12 inches and 1 3/4 inches thick. To make into a decorative wall plaque just pour the mold the

thickness you desire. Are dog molds are great for dog shows and local fundraisers.All molds come with basic instructions for creating your pieces. Molds are ideal for

business or hobby use. Our molds are made of several different blends of polyethylene plastic which allows you to use the molds over and over. Our plastic is

somewhat flexible so it allows for your finished pieces to be removed from the molds easily. Our molds are a great way for you save money on that do it yourself

project, create the finished look you want for pennies compared to what you would pay for these at a retail store. Or maybe your looking at making some extra money

and want to start your own business, we have lots of different molds to choose from. Make your own patio pavers to decorative stepping stones as well as garden

benches and downspouts we've got you covered.You can use plaster, concrete, cement, mortar, resin and soap in all of our molds.We ship UPS and USPS - so please

include a physical address to ship to if you have a po box as some packages could be shipped out UPS due to the size, weight and location. Please note that

international orders that shipping fees do not cover any additional charges that your country may declare as an import tax or fee once it enters your country. Every

country has different regulations and not all have additional fees but we want all international buyers to be aware prior to making their purchases. 
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